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In this paper, a study involving the detection of buried objects by fusing airborne Multi-Spectral Imagery (MSI) and ground-based Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) data is investigated. The benefit of using the airborne sensor to cue the GPR, which will then search the area indicated by the MSI, is investigated and compared to results obtained via a purely ground-based system. State-of-the-art existing algorithms, such as hidden Markov models will be applied to the GPR data both in queued and non-queued modes. In addition, the ability to measure disturbed earth with the GPR sensor will be investigated. Furthermore, state-of-the-art algorithms for the MSI system will be described.
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ABSTRACT
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, the potential of using airborne Multi-Spectral Imagery (MSI) to cue a ground-based ground penetrating radar (GPR) system for buried landmine detection is investigated. Using the airborne Multi-Spectral imagery, algorithms were developed in order to generate alarms from the airborne imagery. These airborne alarms were used to cue ground-based GPR alarms if they fall within a one meter halo of an airborne alarm. GPR alarms were created using four algorithms and the results are shown both with and without cueing from the airborne imagery. Additionally, a method to generate disturbed earth maps using GPR data is described. The overall goal of cueing the GPR system is to increase the rate of advance of the ground-based GPR system by focusing analysis only on regions cued by the airborne MSI data. Results are scored and provided for data from an area covering approximately 0.5 linear kilometers.

2. MULTI-SPECTRAL IMAGE ANALYSIS

The MSI data contains three bands corresponding to three wavelengths that aid in the detection of disturbed earth. Specifically, the pixel-wise ratio of the first two bands highlights disturbed earth in the imaged scene. An example of a disturbed earth ratio image computed using MSI is shown in Figure 2.

As can be seen in Figure 2, disturbed soil effects from vehicle tracks in the road (evidenced by the linear features in figure 2) are highlighted in the ratio image as well as disturbed soil from targets and refilled holes. In order to highlight areas associated with targets and refilled holes, anomaly detection using a double-gated filter followed by background subtraction was utilized. The double-gated filter performed anomaly detection by convolving the image with target and background structuring elements. The difference of the convolutions from the target and background structuring elements resulted in the double-gated filter results. An example of these results is shown in Figure 2(a). Refilled holes and targets were placed in rows along either side of the road being imaged.
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Figure 1. Disturbed earth ratio image computed using the pixel-wise ratio of the first two bands in the MSI data.

Figure 2. (a) Anomaly detection results using a double-gated filter on the result of a disturbed earth ration image (b) Background subtraction results obtained following anomaly detection using the double-gated filter. (c) Airborne alarms found by thresholding the background subtraction results shown in (b). Each connected component is marked as an airborne alarm.
Figure 3. (a) Results following the difference of the maximum and minimum values in the GPR signal for each ground location. (b) Results after computing the local variance at every pixel location over the results shown in (a). Landmines and refilled holes are highlighted in this image.

Following the double gated filter, background subtraction was performed. Background subtraction was performed by subtracting the local mean in a 60x2 pixel window from each pixel in the image. This further removed the disturbed soil features created by vehicle tracks in the road. Examples of the background subtraction results are shown in Figure 2(b). The resulting background-subtracted image was thresholded (as shown in Figure 2(c)) and each connected component remaining after thresholding was labeled an alarm in the airborne MSI data.

3. GROUND PENETRATING RADAR ANALYSIS

The GPR data was also processed to create a disturbed soil feature image. The GPR data contains a “ground-bounce” signature associated with the GPR data corresponding to the ground surface. The GPR disturbed soil feature is based on the observation that the ground-bounce signature changes over areas of disturbed soil. Since ground bounce signatures tend to dominate the GPR signal, the GPR disturbed soil feature is computed by subtracting the maximum and minimum values of the GPR signature at every ground location and then computing the variance in a local window for each pixel location. Examples of the GPR disturbed soil feature results are shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b).

In addition to computing the GPR disturbed soil feature, four detection algorithms for Ground Penetrating Radar were considered: a hidden Markov model (HMM) and 3 different pre-screeners, PS1, PS2, PS3. After finding airborne alarms using the method described above, GPR alarms were cued if they fell within a 1 meter halo of an airborne alarm. If several GPR alarms fell within a 1 meter halo of an airborne alarm, one alarm was selected and the remaining alarms were ignored. The ignored alarms were not counted as a false alarms or detections in the final results.

4. RESULTS

Results were scored over approximately 0.5 linear kilometers. In the scored area, there were two target types with 18 targets of type 1, 20 targets of type two and 25 refilled holes. The results considering each of the four algorithms are shown. In Figure 4, results are shown in which refilled holes were ignored during detection results. Therefore, detections within one meter of a refilled hole were ignored and not considered a detection nor a false alarm. For each of the ROC (receiver operating curves) in this paper, the x-axis corresponds to false alarms per meter squared and the y-axis corresponds to probability of detection. In each of these plots, four curves are shown. The red curve corresponds to the not cued GPR algorithm results. The blue curves corresponds to the cued GPR results. The black curve corresponds to the airborne alarm results and the green curve corresponds to the fused results (geometric mean of the features values) with the airborne alarms and the cued GPR alarms. Overall, cued GPR results were generally improvements over the not cued GPR results indicating there may be benefit in using airborne MSI data to cue the GPR algorithms for detection of buried targets. In Figure 4(b), the cued GPR results did not have any false alarms and, therefore, cannot be seen on the plot since the ROC curve is a vertical line coincident with the y-axis. Figures 4(d) and 5(d) correspond to the HMM results on this data.
Figure 4. ROC Curves for each of the four GPR algorithms in which refilled holes are ignored in detection results. Detection within a one meter halo of a refilled hole is not considered a detection nor a false alarm. In each of these plots, the red curve corresponds to the not cued GPR algorithm results, the blue curves corresponds to the cued GPR results, the black curve corresponds to the airborne alarm results and the green curve corresponds to the fused results (geometric mean of the features values) with the airborne alarms and the cued GPR alarms.
Figure 5. ROC Curves for each of the four GPR algorithms in which refilled holes were considered false alarms. Detection within a one meter halo of a refilled hole is considered a false alarm. In each of these plots, the red curve corresponds to the not cued GPR algorithm results, the blue curves corresponds to the cued GPR results, the black curve corresponds to the airborne alarm results and the green curve corresponds to the fused results (geometric mean of the features values) with the airborne alarms and the cued GPR alarms.
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